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  World War I [5 volumes] Spencer C. Tucker,2014-10-28
Offering exhaustive coverage, detailed analyses, and the latest
historical interpretations of events, this expansive, five-volume
encyclopedia is the most comprehensive and detailed reference
source on the First World War available today. One hundred years
after the beginning of World War I in 1914, this conflict still stands
as perhaps the most important event of the 20th century. World
War I toppled all of the existing empires at the time, transformed
the Middle East, and vaulted the United States to becoming the
world's leading economic power. Its effects were profound and
lasting—and included outcomes that led to World War II. This
multivolume encyclopedia provides a wide-ranging examination of
World War I that covers all of the important battles; key
individuals, both civilian and military; weapons and technologies;
and diplomatic, social, political, cultural, military, and economic
developments. Suitable as a reference tool for high school and
undergraduate students as well as faculty members and graduate-
level researchers, World War I: The Definitive Encyclopedia and
Document Collection offers accessible, in-depth information and
up-to-date analyses in a format that lends itself to quick and easy
use. The set comprises alphabetically arranged, cross-referenced
entries accompanied by further reading selections as well as a
comprehensive bibliography. A fifth volume provides
chronologically arranged documents and an A–Z index.
  Alexander P. de Seversky and the Quest for Air Power James K.
Libbey,2013-08-31 Today, air power is a vital component of the
U.S. armed forces. James Libbey, in Alexander P. de Seversky and
the Quest for Air Power, highlights the contributions of an aviation
pioneer who made much of it possible. Graduating from the
Imperial Russian Naval Academy at the start of World War I, de
Seversky lost a leg in his first combat mission. He still shot down
thirteen German planes and became the empire's most decorated
combat naval pilot. While serving as a naval attache in the United
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States in 1918, de Seversky elected to escape the Bolshevik
Revolution and offered his services as a pilot and consulting
engineer to the U.S. War Department. He proved inventive both in
the technology of advanced military aircraft and in the strategy of
exercising air power. He worked for famed aviation advocate Gen.
William Billy Mitchell, who encouraged the naturalized citizen to
patent his inventions, such as an in-flight refueling system and a
gyroscopically synchronized bombsight. His creative spirit then
spurred him to design and manufacture advanced military aircraft.
When World War II broke out in Europe, de Seversky became
America's best-known philosopher, prophet, and advocate for air
power, even serving as an adviser to the chief of staff of the U.S.
Air Force. The highlight of his life occurred in 1970 when the
Aviation Hall of Fame enshrined de Seversky for his achievements
as a pilot, aeronautical engineer, inventor, industrialist, author,
strategist, consultant, and scientific advances in aircraft design
and aerospace technology. This book will appeal to readers with a
special interest in military history and to anyone who wants to
learn more about American air power's most important figures.
  Foundations of Russian Military Flight, 1885-1925 James K
Libbey,2019-05-15 Foundations of Russian Military Flight focuses
on the early use of balloons and aircraft by the Russian military.
The best early Russian aircraft included flying boats designed by
Dimitrii Grigorovich and large reconnaissance-bombers created by
Igor Sikorsky. As World War I began, the Imperial Russian Navy
made use of aircraft more quickly than the army. Indeed, the navy
established a precursor to the aircraft carrier. The Imperial Russian
Army came to respect over time the work of aircraft that evolved
from reconnaissance and bomber to fighter planes. Over 250 army
pilots during the war received awards of high distinction for their
wartime flights. After the 1917 revolution, both the new Bolshevik
government and the reactionary White forces created air arms to
combat each other. In the 1920s, the Soviet Union and Germany
negotiated agreements that allowed Germany to violate the Treaty
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of Versailles by building military aircraft and training German
military pilots in the USSR. This provided the Soviet Union access
to the latest aviation technology and prevented them from falling
too far behind the West in this crucial sphere.
  Nuclear Science Abstracts ,1966
  Cross & Cockade Journal ,1980
  Military Aircraft, Origins to 1918 Justin D.
Murphy,2005-04-27 An expert examination of the evolution of
military aviation and its profound impact on warfare—from the
employment of balloons during the French Revolutionary wars to
the use of aircraft in World War I. Military Aircraft, Origins to 1918:
An Illustrated History of Their Impact is a detailed, authoritative
exploration of the role and development of military aviation, from
its beginnings to the conclusion of World War I. Military history
scholar Justin Murphy carefully illustrates the impact of aircraft on
military warfare, examines the different types of aircraft, and
includes a wealth of photographs and descriptions. Organized
thematically, the work covers everything from the origins of
military aviation and the impact of aircraft on World War I to the
role of reconnaissance missions, auxiliary aircraft, fighters, and
bombers. Each chapter highlights key individuals, advancements
in aviation technology, industrial organization and aircraft
production, and the influence of aircraft on military tactics and
strategy. Murphy also demonstrates how aircraft contributed to
the development of total war and blurred the lines that had
traditionally separated combatants and noncombatants.
  NASA Technical Translation United States. National
Aeronautics and Space Administration,1970
  Military Aviation of the First World War Alan Sutton,Alan
C. Wood,2017-04-21 - over 470 black-and-white photographs! This
beautifully illustrated book provides details of every power that
took part in Military aircraft activity during the First World War.
The war was a global conflict with 57 nations involved but with
aviation being in its infancy only eight nations had a major air arm
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to their fighting Services. The Allies: Britain, America, Italy,
Belgium, France, and Russia and then the Central Powers
comprising Germany and Austria - Hungary. The book covers the
formation, establishment and wartime exploits of all the major air
powers during the war, as well as providing thumbnail sketches of
all the major aces for each country, giving full coverage to: The
Allies: The Royal Flying Corps, The French Military Air Service, The
United States Air Service, Aeronautica de Region Esercito (Italy),
The Belgian Air Arm, The Russian Imperial Air Services. The Central
Powers: The Imperial German Air Service, and the Austro-
Hungarian flying service However, smaller powers (at the time)
like Australia, Canada and Japan as well as Portugal, Serbia,
Romania and South Africa are all featured is this fascinating book.
  Marine Aircraft of the 1914-1918 War Bruce
Robertson,Peter G. Cooksley,1967
  Soviet Aviation And Air Power Robin Higham,Jacob W
Kipp,2019-08-20 This book is the story of Russian aviation and
Soviet Russia's progress in preparing its strength as an air power.
It discusses the Russia-Germany connect post 1919, how Russians
gained expertise from German know-how, and post World War II
progress from Stalin to Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.
  The World Air Power Guide David Wragg,2011-02-23 Compiled
by the author of Janes Air Forces of the World, this book is a must
for aviation experts.In one volume the reader will find the
composition and details of all air elements of a staggering 169
nations air forces and, where they exist, army air, naval air and
such paramilitary organizations as the US Coast Guard Service.By
definition such a book must be regularly updated and David Wragg
has researched his subject right up to the minute. This latest book
supersedes the authors early book in the Jane series.
  Why Air Forces Fail Robin Higham,Stephen J.
Harris,2006-02-17 Includes two new chapters! “One of the more
interesting and better books on military aviation to appear in the
last few years.”—Journal of Military History Since the publication of
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the first edition of Why Air Forces Fail, the debate over airpower’s
role in military operations has only intensified. Here, eminent
historians Robin Higham and Stephen J. Harris assemble a team of
experts to add essential new details to their cautionary tale for
current practitioners of aerial warfare. Together, the contributors
examine the complex, often deep-seated, reasons for the
catastrophic failures of the Russian, Polish, French, British, Italian,
German, Argentine, and American air services. Complemented by
reading lists and suggestions for further research, this seminal
study with two new chapters provides an essential and detailed
analysis of defeat. “Contains many interesting insights and
interpretations . . . an excellent introduction to the study of
military failure in general and air forces in particular.”—Journal of
America’s Military Past “I recommend this book to those who are
interested in air forces and air power, whether amateur or
professional, past, present and future.”—Richard Cobbold,
Bryanston: The Yearbook “Provides an excellent analysis of the
root causes of failure; this engaging study goes far beyond the
aerial battlefield to examine the circumstances leading to
defeat.”—Dennis Drew, Colonel, USAF (Ret.)
  Soviet Aircraft and Aviation, 1917-1941 Lennart
Andersson,1994 This popular and highly-acclaimed series includes
an abundance of photos, accurate line drawings, fascinating
evaluations of aircraft design, and complete histories of aircraft
manufacturers.
  Over the Front ,2008
  Soviet Military Review ,1981
  The Osprey Encyclopedia of Russian Aircraft Bill
Gunston,2000-05-25 Sweeping away the red herrings and spurious
details invented in the West between 1950 and 1970, this
exhaustive volume can be offered to the public with the
knowledge that it documents the true histories of some 1000
aircraft types. Much of what was believed to be fact has been
proven wrong in various degrees, and it can confidently be
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claimed that no book in the history of aviation has ever contained
so much new information. The volume is prefixed by sections on
aircraft designations, engines, air launched weapons and much
more - this really is the definitive work on Russian aircraft.
  Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon General's Office,
United States Army (Army Medical Library). Army Medical Library
(U.S.),National Library of Medicine (U.S.),1943 Collection of
incunabula and early medical prints in the library of the Surgeon-
general's office, U.S. Army: Ser. 3, v. 10, p. 1415-1436.
  Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office,
United States Army National Library of Medicine (U.S.),1943
  Flying Magazine ,1949-11
  Russian Civil and Military Aircraft, 1884-1969 ,1971
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from the sophia
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pages a declaration
of
the sophia code a
living transmission
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web this book is a
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awakening the
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over de
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illustraties enzo
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auteur enzo pérès
labourdette taal
nederlands 5 0 5 7
reviews delen boek
omdraaien
inkijkexemplaar
vergelijk met
andere artikelen
uitgever leopold
wat ik de bomen
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prentenboek over
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publication wat ik
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were meant to stay
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en illustraties
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uitgever leopold
auteur enzo pérès
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nederlands
hardcover
9789025873165 19
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pagina s alle
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